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Amendments to the Claims

In accordance with 37 CFR 1.121, please amend claims 41, 46, 50-51, 53-55, and

59-60 as set forth below.

1.-40. (Cancelled).

41. (Currently amended) A method of canceling an order entered for a commodity at

an electronic exchange, the method comprising:

receiving data relating to the commodity from the electronic exchange, the data

comprising an inside market having a current highest bid price and a current lowest ask

price available for the commodity;

setting a trade order parameter;

dynamically displaying a first indicator at a first area corresponding to a first price

level along a static price axis, the first indicator being associated with the current highest

bid price for the commodity;

dynamically displaying a second indicator at a second area corresponding to a

second price level along the static price axis, the second indicator being associated with

the current lowest ask price for the commodity;

updating the dynamic display of the first and second indicators such that at least

one of the first and second indicators is moved relative to the static price axis to a

different area corresponding to a different price level along the static price axis in

response to the receipt of new data representing a new inside market;

displaying an order entry region comprising a plurality of areas, each area

corresponding to a price level along the static price axis and each area being selectable by

a user input device so as to receive a command to send an order message based on the

trade order parameter and the price level that corresponds with the selected area to the

electronic exchange;

displaying an entered order indicator at a location corresponding to a particular

price level along the static price axis, the entered order indicator being associated with an

order entered at the electronic exchange at the particular price level; and
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receiving a single action command that selects the location associated with the

entered order indicator so as to cancel the order at the electronic exchange.

42. (Previously presented) The method of claim 41, wherein the single action

command consists of a single click of a user input device.

43. (Previously presented) The method of claim 41, wherein the single action

command consists of a double click of a user input device.

44. (Previously presented) The method of claim 41, wherein the single action

command comprises one or more clicks of a user input device within a short period of

time .

45. (Previously presented) The method of claim 41, wherein the single action

command consists of an action taken by a user within a short period of time.

46. (Currently amended) The method of claim 41, further comprising:

displaying an entered order region for displaying the entered order indicator, the

entered order region comprising a plurality of locations, such that each location

corresponds to a price level along the static price axis.

47. (Previously presented) The method of claim 41, wherein the entered order

indicator displays a current status of the order at the electronic exchange.

48. (Previously presented) The method of claim 47, wherein displaying the current

status comprises dynamically displaying a number of ordered lots of the commodity that

have been bought or sold since the order was placed at the electronic exchange.

49. (Previously presented) The method of claim 47, wherein displaying the current

status comprises dynamically displaying a number of ordered lots of the commodity that
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are currently working at the particular price level since the order was placed at the

electronic exchange.

50. (Currently amended) The method of claim 47, wherein price levels along the

static price axis are displayed.

51. (Currently amended) The method of claim 10, wherein the static price axis is

positioned vertically, horizontally, or at some other angle.

52. (Previously presented) The method of claim 41, further comprising:

receiving a command to enter the order at the electronic exchange, the command

resulting from selecting a particular area in the order entry region corresponding to a

desired price level as part of a single action of a user with a pointer of the user input

device positioned over the particular area to both set an order price parameter for the

order based on the desired price level and send the order to the electronic exchange.

53. (Currently amended) The method of claim 1, further comprising:

receiving of [[an]] a re-positioning instruction causing the price levels to change

positions along the static price axis.

54. (Currently amended) The method of claim 53, wherein the re-positioning

instruction is a re-centering command.

55. (Currently amended) The method of claim 54, wherein as a result of the first and

second indicators moving away from the center portion of the static price axis because of

changes in the inside market, the re-centering command positions the first and second

indicators back in a center portion of the static price axis.

56. (Previously presented) The method of claim 16, wherein the re-centering

command is further based on receipt of a manual command from a user input device.
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57. (Previously presented) The method of claim 53, wherein the price levels change

positions when a value for each price level dynamically changes to a different value for

each price level.

58. (Previously presented) The method of claim 41, wherein the trade order parameter

is an order quantity.

59. (Currently amended) A computer readable medium having program code

recorded thereon for execution on a computer having a graphical user interface and a user

input device, the program code causing a machine to perform the following method steps:

receiving data relating to the commodity from the electronic exchange, the data

comprising an inside market having a current highest bid price and a current lowest ask

price available for the commodity;

setting a trade order parameter;

dynamically displaying a first indictor at a first area corresponding to a first price

level along a static price axis, the first indicator being associated with the current highest

bid price for the commodity;

dynamically displaying a second indicator at a second area corresponding to a

second price level along the static price axis, the second indicator being associated with

the current lowest ask price for the commodity;

updating the dynamic display of the first and second indicators such that at least

one of the first and second indicators is moved relative to the static price axis to a

different area corresponding to a different price level along the static price axis in

response to the receipt of new data representing a new inside market;

displaying an order entry region comprising a plurality of areas, each area

corresponding to a price level along the static price axis and each area being selectable by

a user input device so as to receive a command to send an order message based on the

trade order parameter and the price level that corresponds with the selected area to the

electronic exchange;
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